Facial Treatments
Aveda Tulasara Facial Treatments
Dry, oily, aging, uneven, sensitive and acne skin conditions
along with eye area concerns can all be addressed with a
customized Tulasara Facial Treatment. After a thorough
consultation, your skin therapist will provide the best
combination of products, personalized Aveda aromas and
techniques and design a customized treatment that will move
your skin toward balance and reveal its natural beauty.
Facial treatments are recommended on a weekly or monthly
basis to achieve and maintain optimal results. Your skin
therapist will develop a comprehensive treatment plan
designed to meet your individual needs and expectations.

90 minutes $95
Customized Facial with 30 minutes of intensive work on one
area of focus or additional work on a second focus

60 minutes $75
Customized Facial with 20 minutes of intensive work on one
area of focus or additional work on a second focus

30 minutes $55
Customized Facial with work on one area of focus; most
effective in a treatment series

Aveda’s plant-powered alternatives
to microdermabrasion and chemical peels...
Dual Exfoliation Peel

303 S. Barstow St
Eau Claire, WI
715-835-3510
www.nicolesinc.com

Hours:
Monday 11 - 8
Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday 9 - 8
Friday 9 - 6
Saturday 8 - 4

The Dual Exfoliation Peel is Aveda’s latest advancement in
non-invasive skin-renewing treatments. Using innovative
techniques, this treatment combines Aveda’s naturally
derived mechanical and biochemical exfoliation methods into
one powerful service that transforms and rejuvenates the
skin through the process of dual exfoliation. The treatment
delivers immediate, visible results in improved skin texture,
clarity and radiance, smoothed appearance of fine lines &
wrinkles and refined pores, revealing fresher, youngerlooking skin. In a clinical study, the Dual Exfoliation Peel
achieved better results than a combined
microdermabrasion/30% glycolic peel treatment in both
immediate smoothness and radiance, plus significantly better
results in smoothness, radiance and skin tone one week later.

90 minutes $110
60 minutes $90

Botanical Skin Resurfacing Treatment
Go beyond microdermabrasion, and energize your skin with a
professional facial treatment that helps smooth skin texture
and reduce the appearance of fine lines and pore size while
significantly increasing radiance – all with less redness and
irritation than a microdermabrasion procedure.

90 minutes $100
60 minutes $80
30 minutes $60
Series of 4 – 60 minute treatments (recommended) $280

Perfecting Plant Peel
Advancing the science of chemical peels, this professional
facial treatment helps retexturize skin, smooth lines and
wrinkles, even skin tone, refine pores and restore radiance.
Safe for acne skin conditions, the Perfecting Plant Peel can be
performed as a standalone treatment or added to any other
facial treatment any time skin needs the exfoliation and
radiance benefits of a 30% glycolic peel procedure with less
of the associated redness and irritation.

30 minutes $50
Series of 4 – 30 minute treatments (recommended) $160
Add on to a Tulasara Facial $20

*All prices are starting prices & may vary*

Hair

Wax

Women's Haircut/Style $38

Eyebrows, Chin, or Upper Lip $16

Men's Haircut $28
Child’s Haircut $20 (10 & under)
Shampoo Styles $25
Specialty Style $60
Bridal Style $70

Any 2 facial waxes $26
Bikini $36
Brazilian $68
Bikini/Full Leg $87
Half Leg $45 Full Leg $67
Underarms $25

Color—Introductory $76

Forearms $25 Full Arms $45

Color—Root Retouch $58

Half Back $40 Full Back $58

Color—Partial Highlight $58
Color—Full Highlight $90

Face

Color—Corrective $110+

Makeup Application $35

Add to any hair color service...
- Olaplex Treatment $20
Olaplex rebuilds & restores the health & integrity of your hair.

Perm, Body or Texture Wave $85

-Add on Eyelashes for the day $15
Makeup with Lesson $50
Eyelash Enhancement $30
Eyelash Refill $18

Smoothing/Straightening $80
Add to any hair service...
- Haircut $28
- Malibu Clarifying Treatment $20
- Deep Conditioning Treatment $15
- Scalp Treatment $15

Spa Packages
Full Day Escape $300
-60-Minute Massage
-Aveda Elemental Nature Facial

*The following treatments include shampoo & style*

-Nicole’s Manicure

Aveda Hair & Scalp Treatment $50

-Nicole’s Pedicure

Kevin Murphy Conditioning Mask $40

-Aveda Hair Therapy & Style

Malibu Clarifying $45

-Lunch *From Acoustic Café

Nails

-Aveda Spa Gift

Express Manicure $25, Pedicure $36
Express includes nail treatment only

Nicole’s Manicure $35, Pedicure $56
Nicole’s includes full luxury treatment with
exfoliation, hot towels & massage

Stress-Fix Manicure $40, Pedicure $60
Nicole’s plus Aveda Stress Fix

Gentlemen’s Manicure $30, Pedicure $48
Add to any nail service…
- French Manicure Polish $5
- Gel Polish $10
- Gel French Manicure Polish $12
- Gel Polish Removal $15

Body
30 Minute Massage $45
60 Minute Massage $68 *Add Hot Stone $5
90 Minute Massage $98 *Add Hot Stone $10
Seated Chair Massage $1/Minute

Half Day Escape $215
-60-Minute Massage or
Aveda Elemental Nature Facial
-Nicole’s Manicure
-Nicole’s Pedicure
-Shampoo & Style
-Aveda Spa Gift
Add to a Spa Package...
- Hot Stone Massage $5
- 90 Minute Massage $30
- French Manicure $5
- Gel Polish $10-$12
- Aveda Stress Fix $10
- Glow Plant Facial Peel $30
*Promotional discounts may not be applied to Spa Packages*

